
BORNE REGOMIR - For Sale
340 000€

Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
+34 933 682 107 - info@chicroomproperties.com - www.chicroomproperties.com

2 Bedroom apartment for sale El Borne

ChicRoom Properties is proud to represent this 2 bedroom apartment for sale in El Borne.
This wonderful place is situated right behind the famous Plaza Sant Jaume. This apartment
offers a double bedroom with an en-suite bathroom, another extra bathroom, a fully-
equipped kitchen and spacious and bright living area with direct access to a couple of
balconies facing to a wide street from Born district.

.This beautiful 78m2 apartment was recently renovated a couple of months ago, boasts
original period features such us exposed wooden and steel beams, wooden flooring and
brick walls. A unique and charming property ideally for a couple who want to enjoy the
lifestyle offered in El Born, being close to numerous exclusive restaurants and bars.
Contact us to visit this stunning this 2 bedroom apartment for sale in El Borne

See more information about this property on our website.
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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